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DELHI

LBZ
Shanti Niketan
Golf Links

MUMBAI

Peddar Road
BKC
Mahalaxmi

55,000
35,000
35,000

60,000
45,000
55,000

9
29
57

KOLKATA

Ballygunge
Alipore

18,000
15,000

20,000
18,000

11
20

Sadashivnagar
Koramangala

16,000
25,000
17,000

24,000
28,000
28,000

50
12
65

Boat Club
Poes Garden

22,000
17,000

35,000
30,000

59
76

BANGALORE Indira Nagar

By Om Ahuja, CEO,
residential services, JLL India

M

any developers are trying their best to create
new zones and addresses across India that can
appeal to wealthy property buyers. The endeavour has met with varying degrees of success when it comes to swaying the ultra-rich.
Barring upgrades in design concepts and the
addition of some new accoutrements to amplify a luxury lifestyle, the baseline concept of
luxury homes has not materially changed in
many cities. A prominent address or ‘pin code
value’ still matters, and the ultra-rich are willing to pay extra to get them.
That said, cities such as Delhi, Gurgaon,
Bangalore and Pune have by now seen a high
incidence of developers offering branded
residences as alternatives to premium homes
at the most sought-after locations within
these cities. While there is evidence of firstgeneration wealthy buyers evaluating and
considering such options in these cities, the
conversion rate among the historically rich
has been negligible. The consensus among
this segment is that branded residences are
offering very little value addition, and that the

premiums charged on them are based on
n arti- Malabar Hill or Nepean Sea Road zone are
ficial factors that do not provide true value.
lue.
now evaluating areas such as Worli, BandraDemand continues to be robust for options
ons in BKC and Mahalaxmi. Considering the limitbonafide premium locations of key Indian
an cit- ed supply in historically prized locations, HNI
ies, but newly tailored luxury addresses
es are buyers are looking for premium options that
also seeing their share of action as long as the provide 24x7 security, a gated community exprojects on offer meet certain parameters.
rs. To perience and premium club houses as an ambegin with, deals conclude rapidly in sellers’
ellers’ plification on their experiences.
markets where demand exceeds supply.
upply.
The arrival of K Raheja Corp’s ultra-luxury
Annual returns in such pockets are in
n the gated community Vivarea in Mahalaxmi has
neighbourhood of 25%, and this will continue
tinue seen many wealthy south Mumbai residents
to see northward movement over the coming
ming accepting this as a luxury address in all reyears because of supply constraint.
spects. There are similar examples in BKC
In Delhi, the preference of HNIs when
hen it and Goregaon, where Sunteck and Oberoi
comes to established, high-value locations
ons is have played a similar role in creating new
more or less inflexible. South Delhi is still
ill the luxury housing addresses for HNI buyers.
micro-market of choice for ultra-rich clients
lients
Similarly, in Bangalore, developers such as
from Delhi, Punjab and Uttar Pradesh with Total Environment and Chaitanya have probudgets of `50-`300 crore. Golf Links in Delhi vided genuine luxury projects in brand-new
is more vibrant in terms of demand when locations. These developers have been instrucompared to even the Lutyens
mental in turning Whitefield
Z o n e. S h a n t i N i ke t a n a n d
into a high-value address. The
VasantVihar are two other key HNI A prominent
offering, product design, specifidestinations where demand excations and buyer profile are readdress or
ceeds supply. .
markable enough to make a difMost other cities have similar ‘pin code
ference. Total Environment’s
pockets, but also show evidence of
project is one of the best luxury
value’ still
a certain degree of demand diverofferings in India, and demand
sion to newer locations, which is matters, and
for such projects in Whitefield
not the case in Delhi.
significantly exceeds supply.
ultra-rich
In Mumbai, with the central busiLikewise, another project by this
ness district (CBD) shifting to BKC buyers are
company has turned Bangalore’s
(Bandra-Kurla Complex) for all willing to
JP Nagar into a high-aspiration
practical purposes, clients who
luxury destination that compay extra to
would previously not have considmands the necessary clout of ‘an
ered any options other than get them
address that matters’.
matters .

10 tips to price
your home right

CHENNAI

How ultra-rich buyers
identify a luxury home
The profile of the residents
A neighbourhood that has tycoons,
celebrities and prominent CEOs
makes a definite status statement
and is also good for business. While
ultra HNIs do gravitate to creamy
layer environments for reasons of
prestige, it is also true that many
business deals are concluded at
these residential locations during
social interactions. In Delhi, areas
such as Amrita Shergill Marg and
Jor Bagh come readily to mind for
t h e s e re a s o n s. I n Ko l k at a ,
Ballygunge and Alipore are
practically defined by such a
residential profile.

Low density
The rich and famous do not like to
live in the crowded areas of a city,
but prefer locations with lower
population densities. For this reason, locations such as Malabar
Hill, Worli and Bandra Bandstand
in Mumbai are traditionally where
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Talk to property agents. They could handle
the first two steps for you but it’s best if you do
those yourself to get a realistic number

4
5

Let the agents conduct a price survey in your
area and come up with their number

Since you have done your homework well,
don’t be misled by agents who offer the moon.
There is something fishy if all deals in the area
have been under `1 crore and an agent says he’ll
get you `1.3 crore

6

Understand market conditions. The price
that a buyer will be willing to pay is also
dependent on market sentiment

View and privacy
Views of the sea or golf course and
a high level of privacy matter a lot
when it com
comes to defining luxury
for India’s ultra-rich.
ul
Luxury offerings in citi
cities such as Mumbai,
Delhi and B
Bangalore rarely generate a lot of iinterest from wealthy
buyers if the
they do not score high on
these aspect
aspects.

Ready ac
access to the city’s
nerve cen
centre
Apartments in Mumbai’s legendary NCPA c
command the highest
premiums for various reasons,
including tthe profile of its residents. Howe
However, the USP was proximity to Nariman
Nar
Point. The Boat
Club in Che
Chennai and Golf Course
Road in Gu
Gurgaon share this important attr
attribute of proximity to
these cities
cities’ ‘centres of gravity’.
BKC has become
be
the new luxury

By Samarjit Singh,
managing director,
IndiaHomes

T

he real estate market for trophy
homes in India has witnessed dramatic growth over the last few
years. The expansion in the economy over the last decade and the upward mobility of India’s business elite has ensured
that the market for luxury real estate has
been more buoyant than ever before.
Marble-laden, glittering, modern-day palaces are being snapped up by corporate ti-

tans and successful entrepreneurs in almost all of India’s urban hubs at an
accelerated rate.
Some pockets of real estate in the most
prestigious neighbourhoods in Indian metros now boast of prices higher than in New
York or London. And yet there’s a beeline for
properties in select areas as soon as they become available, staggeringly high price tags
notwithstanding.
But as the economy rewards the brightest
and the most successful with wealth and
riches, many top-end transactions require
buyers of prestigious luxury homes to ignore the very financial shrewdness that
serves them so well in their careers.
With rental yields on super premium luxury properties hovering around the 1-3%
mark, assets worth tens and often hundreds

How much would you pay to
buy or rent a high value home?
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New homes sell on a per sq ft basis but not old
ones. Comparing two old homes is tough as
you might have done extensive renovation, adding
amenities that others don’t have. Factor that in
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Don’t overprice your house. It can push you
out of the market and eventually force you to
drop the price. That would make it appear as if
your house is still overpriced or has a problem

9

You shouldn’t deliberately price it below the
market either unless you are desperate. This
would again make it appear as if there is an issue
with the house
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Make the agent understand why you
are selling, how long you could wait for a
deal and how much you will bend in terms of price.
Any misunderstanding there could mean the
agent misrepresenting you to potential buyers

address of Mumbai because the
CBD as well as the diamond
bourse have shifted there.

Overall luxury experience
The definition of luxury has been
extensively abused in Indian real
estate, and is being closely scrutinised by ultra-rich buyers when it
comes to evaluating offerings.
Luxury goes beyond club houses
and the quality of fittings used.
Among notable success stories,
One Avigna Park in Mumbai
stands out as a clear winner when
it comes to offering real luxury in
most respects.
India’s ultra-rich are booking
into luxury projects at new locations, such as Atmosphere at Salt
Lake City in Kolkata against the
traditional areas of Ballygunge or
Alipore. The trend is catching on in
cities where HNIs perceive a vacuum in terms of offerings at traditional premium locations.

It makes much more financial sense to rent a luxury
home, but India’s super-rich would rather buy their own

1

Next, take stock of homes that are on
sale in the area. Go talk to owners, maybe
tour the houses to understand what’s on offer

the rich pay very high premiums.

Why buy, rent it

Selling a home is a big decision, but an even
bigger one is getting the price right. Here are
some ways to help ensure you do it properly
First things first—make a list of similar
homes sold around you. Understand how
yours is different from those

ABSOLUTE GROWTH (%)

2011 PRICE (`SQFT)

Buying
(` Crore)

Renting
(` Lakh)
per month

DELHI
Lutyens bungalow

150-220

15-20

Shanti Niketan bungalow

100-110

8-10

80-90

7-8

70

6

120

15-17

Vasant Vihar bungalow
Chhattarpur Farm House

MUMBAI
Flat on Altamount Road
Samudra Mahal, Worli

20-22

4.5

Imperial Tower, Tardeo

18-20

4-4.5

Carter Road, Bandra

30-35

7.5-8

of crores of rupees are available to rent for
a paltry few lakhs. If today’s astute buyers
of luxury real estate were to wear their
‘shrewd business hat’ they would find it
hard to justify a purchase decision on a luxury farmhouse on the outskirts of Delhi
costing close to `50 crore to buy but only a
paltry `5 lakh to rent.
The same amount of funds parked in basic
financial instruments could provide enough
income yields to rent 10
such farmhouses while
For the elite, leaving the capital fully
intact. Surely, would not
nothing
make more finanannounces that
cial sense?
success
Why then do some of
better than the canniest investors
in the country continue
the home
to buy prestigious real
they choose estate even though they
can rent the same propto buy
erty and instead enjoy
handsome returns on
capital deposited safely with their private
banker? The answer is the same the world
over—the super-rich like everything customised to their taste and requirements.
Not only do they spend a fortune on buying
a luxury home, they often spend a further
fortune on customising it to their specific
tastes. Everything from choice of marble, to
designer fittings, large spacious bedrooms,
spa-like bathrooms... all of this customisation and upgradation can only be done in a
property that is bought outright.
Add to this the need to feel the pride that
comes with ownership of their own luxury
home, and it’s not hard to understand why
even some of the most shrewdest people in
the country disregard the financial appeal of
renting a luxury home and instead continue
to flock to bid and outbid each other to buy
India’s most prestigious residential assets.
After all, for India’s elite, nothing announces success better than the home they
choose to buy and live in... even if for once
the math doesn’t quite add up.

